Venue

Location
Château de Pourtalès
161, rue Mélanie
67000 Strasbourg

Access
From Strasbourg Station
Tram line A or D to Place de l’Etoile, cross to the Quai du Général Koenig at Place du Maréchal de Lattre-de-Tassigny take Bus n°15 direction Robertsau, to bus stop Lamproie, from there follow rue Mélanie to the château.

Hybrid
Online registration required at:

Contact: Marc-Antoine Maes
m.maes@unistra.fr

Enrolment until 20 November 21

Castle Talks on Cross-Border Cooperation
Borders, Security and Nationhood
Franco-German Jean Monnet Center of Excellence & Borders in Globalization

29-30 November 2021
At the Château Pourtalès
161, rue Mélanie
Strasbourg
Program:

29 November

8.30-9.30

Welcome:
Sylvain SCHIRMANN (Sciences Po Strasbourg, Director of the Centre
d’excellence Jean Monnet, Strasbourg)

Introduction:
Birte WASSENBERG (Sciences Po Strasbourg, Centre d’excellence Jean
Monnet, Strasbourg)

Key Note:
Emmanuel BRUNET-JAILLY (University of Victoria)
Jean PEYRONY (MOT)

First part: Security and Borders

9.30-10.30
Session chair: Anne THEVENET (Euro-Institut)
Amael CATTARUZZI (University Paris 8)
Daniel MEIER (CNRS-Pacte, Grenoble)

Pause

11.00-12.00
Katarzyna STOKLOSA (University of Southern Denmark)
Jussi LANE (University of Eastern Finland)
Lunch

Second part: Exchange of experience
14.00-16.30

Jussi LANE (University of Eastern Finland)
Working group 2:
Faculty of Law Student working group
Discussant:
Daniel MEIER (CNRS-Pacte, Grenoble)

Working group 3:
Master Mond Student working group
Discussant:
Katarzyna STOKLOSA (University of Southern Denmark)

Working group 4:
Master Front Student working group
Discussant:
Amael CATTARUZZI (University Paris 8)

Working group 5:
Master Front Student working group
Discussant:
Emmanuel BRUNET-JAILLY (University of Victoria)

17.00-19.00
Virtual/Hybrid Roundtable: The effects of COVID19 on
nationalism and borders

Key note: Jeff CONTASSEL (University of Victoria)

Plenary Discussion:
Laura Anne HASTINGS (Georgia State University, Atlanta US)
Harold MOCK (Georgia College, Atlanta, US)
Emmanuel BRUNET-JAILLY (University of Victoria)
Hynek BÖHM (University of Opole)
Jussi LANE (University of Eastern Finland)
Jeff CONTASSEL (University of Victoria)
Jean PEYRONY (MOT)

Moderated by: Frédérique BERROD (Sciences Po Strasbourg)
30 November

8.30-8.45

Introduction:
Fabienne LELOUP (Université catholique de Louvain)

First Part: Borders and Nationhood

8.45-9.30
Session chair: Anne HOFMANN (Euro-Institut)

Toni RODON (University Poomeu Fabra, Barcelone)
Hynek BÖHM (University of Opole)
Anne PELISSIER (Sciences Po Strasbourg)

Pause

Second Part: Exchange of experience

10.00-12.30

Working group 6:
Faculty of law Student working group
Discussant:
Anne THEVENET (Euro-Institut)

Working group 7:
Front Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:
Hynek BÖHM (University of Opole)

Working group 8:
Master Mond Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:
Toni RODON (University Poomeu Fabra, Barcelone)

Working group 9:
Master Front Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:
Anne PELISSIER (Sciences Po Strasbourg)

Working group 10:
Master Front Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:
Fabienne LELOUP (Université catholique de Louvain)

12.30-12.45

Conclusion